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As the annual Green and White intersquad baseball championship looms today,
University of Texas-Pan American
ballplayers and coaches are optimistic.
“Were excited about this season. We
hope to build off the momentum of last
season,” said Gawlik, whose team comes
off a 22-31 record last year, including a
winning home record with 19 wins to only
12 losses at Edinburg Baseball Stadium.
Trying to extend their winning ways at
home and improve on the road, Gawlik and
his staff concentrated their offseason
efforts on improving the pitching staff
through vigorous recruiting.
“Recruiting was our number one priority
this season,” said Gawlik. “We are close to
where we want to be for this season and to
set ourselves up for the next recruiting
cycle.”
With new additions such as transfer
pitchers Dane Mason and Kelly Casares,
freshman pitcher Bobby Gomez, transfer
freshman Tim Haynes, and Zack Gordon, a
third baseman out of Falfurrias, the newlook Broncs are looking to capitilize on
experience.
“We got a lot of experience, only two
freshman on the squad, all we have to do is
execute.” said Dane Mason, junior transfer
from Texas Tech. “From what I’ve seen,
pitching and hitting is really starting to
come around.”

When asked about the schedule, Casares
said opening up against better teams makes
for better baseball.
“We are bonding as a team. We got a lot
of depth and I can’t wait to see what happens,” said the junior transfer from
McClennan Junior College.
Along with the new faces in the lineup,
returning Bronc starters are also looking to
push this team to new levels. Returning are
second baseman Aaron Flores, outfielder
Alfred Pedron, and Mark Rodriguez as a
double threat at pitcher and catcher. Gawlik
can also rely on returning players Jacob
Jones, Matt Eichel, and Louis Alamia. Rick
Broyles also returns, after posting nine
saves last year and coming off a season in
which he was ranked 16th in the nation
among closers. Pitchers Chad Linder, Ryan
Foster, Cesar Pena, John Lopez and Aaron
Guerra are also back this year.
The Broncs will play the final game of
intersquad scrimmages, which the players
refer to as the “World Series,” tonight at
6:30 p.m. at Edinburg Baseball Stadium.
The team was divided into Green and
White squads on Monday, and scrimmaged
Tuesday and Wednesday to prep for
tonight’s annual contest.
Though the season doesn’t begin until
spring, Gawlik will evaluate his squad over
semester break to formulate plans for the
2005 campaign. Tonight marks a chance for
players competing for starting jobs to make
an impression before the Bronc Classic
kicks off the season in February.

See Page 3
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Green and White game ends baseball warmup
By ROY RAMIREZ
The Pan American

Doggett and Hinojosa sweep votes

“Last year we had the 17th hardest
schedule in the nation and we were ranked
93rd out of 287 teams.” Gawlik said. “This

season is shaping up to only get better. We
are working hard to take this team to the
next level.”
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GET BACK - First baseman Zach Smith (27) waits for the throw to try and nab Aaron Flowers in
fall baseball practice at Edinburg Baseball Stadium.

Campus welcomes Valley Bowl this weekend
By DARYL GONZALES
The Pan American
In the last 20 years, football has
reached new heights in the Rio Grande
Valley at the high school level, as well as
with the Dorados, the area’s new Arena
Football team. The only place seemingly
not affected by the football boom is The
University of Texas-Pan American, which
has no collegiate team, although it did
several generations ago.
Most UTPA students come from local
schools where some played high school
football, but never got to continue what
they love most because the Broncs do not
have a football team.. But now some of
these players will finally get the chance to
see where they stand against three other
Valley schools.
“Some of us still love the game, and
we get a chance to come out here and still
play,” Quarterback of the Pump Action
Rockets Mark Gutierrez said. “It’s a big
relief.”
Delisa Guadarrama/The Pan American
The 2nd Annual Valley Bowl will be
SCRAMBLE - Mark Gutierrez looks for an open receiver under held this Saturday with four local schools
heavy rush in an intramural football game last week.
bringing teams to the competition hosted

by UPTA intramural Rec-sports. UTB,
STC, and TSTC will all bring teams to battle UTPA’s 2004 spring semester flag football champs and runners-up.
Last year’s winning team at the First
Valley Bowl was the Stallions, who defeated UTB twice to capture the championship.
They will be there Saturday, along with
another intramural power, the Gamblers.
“Stallions and Gamblers are last year’s
champion and runner-up,” Assistant
Director of Intramural Rec-sports Art
Cabrera said. “The reason we did that is
because we’re still in the middle of the season, and the other schools didn’t have as
big of a turnout as we did and they were
able to finish a lot faster than us.”
This year’s tournament was supposed to
include UT-San Antonio, but they decided
to withdraw from the Bowl earlier in the
week. Another school that is still in the running for a chance to play this Saturday is
Texas A&M-Corpus Christi, who has yet to
confirm.
“I’m hoping on getting them here,”
Cabrera said. “If not, well then I guess we
will go on without them.”
New to this year’s competition is the co-

ed division that will also have teams from
every school but one.
“Each school will bring one co-ed
team,” Art Cabrera said. “South Texas
College can not provide a co-ed team, so
Pan Am is going to put in two co-ed
teams.”
The winning teams will be presented
with first, seccond team trophies, and individual trophies, Cabrera said. Also this
year, there will be an all-tournament team,
with seven offensive and seven defensive
spots. The Rec-sports people hope for a
better turnout this weekend.
“Last year we had a pretty decent crowd,
but mostly the teams brought their own
entourage,” Cabrera said. “We encourage
all of you all to show up.”
The talent on some of these teams is
really good, and they hope to do well at the
regional competitions next Saturday in
Huntsville. Many of these teams will be
paying their own way to the competition,
but Rec-sports hopes to help some teams
out.
This annual event will kick off on
Saturday first thing in the morning at 8
a.m. at the UTPA intramural sports fields.

Kerry concedes presidential
race keeping Bush as
commander-in-chief
By EDWINA P. GARZA
The Pan American
U.S. voters went to bed
Tuesday night with the phrases “too
close to call,” and “Ohio is the new
Florida,” in their heads. They woke
up the next morning to the exact
same wording. Just as predicted,
the presidential election race was
tight and on election night it was
not entirely official as to who the
next president would be. In the
early morning, it was still unknown
if it was President George W. Bush
(R) or Sen. John Kerry (D) who
won the highly-debated swing state
of Ohio.
In the halls of the Social
Behavioral and Sciences building at
The University of Texas-Pan
American, professors and students

Courtesy of www.foxnews.com

alike buzzed with the latest election
news; many were discouraged by
what they saw on television news
networks. At about 10:30 a.m., a
professor walked out of a room
announcing that Kerry had conceded and acknowledged that it was
hopeless for Kerry and the
Democrats.
“How depressing,” said UTPA
Student Government Association
President Nathan Schwartz.
Several students and faculty at
UTPA took advantage of the early
voting polling site in the University
Library leading up to Nov. 2.
Political science junior, Humberto
Gonzalez placed his vote in the ballot box last week feeling confident
about his vote.
“I thought he was going to
win, at least a lot of people did,”
Gonzalez said of Kerry.
Gonzalez, like many people,
stayed glued to the television until
midnight to see if a winner could be
determined.
“By that time we still didn’t
know anything,” said Gonzalez.
When asked about his thoughts
of the Bush victory, Gonzalez did-

See BUSH page 11

Photo courtesy of www.google.com
FOUR MORE YEARS - President George W. Bush narrowly won re-election over Sen. John Kerry this week,
despite the fact that 56 percent of the youth vote went to Kerry. In local elections, Lloyd Doggett defeated
Becky Armendariz Klein to retain his U.S. Congressional seat (see Page 3).
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Bush wins; America loses
Well, it’s over.
The 2004 Presidential Election ended
at approximately 10 a.m. Wednesday.
Ohio was the key and last state to count
its ballots. It left the entire country
waiting until long after the regular media
coverage ended, making us wake up and
turn on the television just to see if we
had a new president.
We don’t.
Arianna Vazquez
We have the same old president we
have had for the last four years. The same president that made
us go to war, the president who some regretfully elected four
years ago. President George W. Bush wins re-election by a
close call, defeating Sen. John Kerry.
But why?
It is sad to see how elections work. Although the
Democrats had strong voter turnout, it still wasn’t enough to
win. Even though we saw famous Hollywood stars and
singers flaunt their stuff to get votes for Kerry, it wasn’t
enough. Now, we have to suffer and wait to see what will
come next. With President Bush we never know. We don’t
know if he has another revenge planned to avenge more of
what his father was not able to do while in office. We don’t
know if he is going to crash the economy even more, or kill
more American soldiers in battle.
Fifty-eight million people voted across the county. Bush
won the popular vote with 51 percent defeating Kerry’s 48

percent, and he won the electoral vote. It is unbelievable how
so many people stay stuck with the mentality of the old
Mexican saying “Mejor malo por conocido que bueno por
conocer,” or “it’s best to know him as bad than to find out if
he is good.”
It’s difficult to translate, but its meaning states that some
people prefer to see someone they know even though his
politics don’t reflect their views, than have to start knowing
somebody else from scratch with the uncertainty of what they
might do or not do to this country. At least with President
Bush we are going to be sure of what he is going to do. He is
going to do what he has been doing since he took the seat,
right before the Sept. 11 attacks when he had the power to
decide whether to go to battle or not. He took us to war, he
has plunged this country to the ground slowly for four years,
making enemies throughout the world instead of allies and
friends.
Make no mistake. But maybe the country has made it again.
By electing the same old conservative to the White House. By
stopping liberalism in its tracks. The American people can
say goodbye to legalized gay marriages or the right to
abortions. With a conservative as president and U.S. Supreme
Court justices probably retiring soon Bush will have a handle
on who to appoint and his anti-abortion and anti-gay rights
will prevail over society’s wishes.
Also, say hello to more deficit increases and fewer jobs
because we have said goodbye to change and to a brighter
future for the next four years.
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AD spot subject of search; Lancaster fills in
By JOEY GOMEZ
The Pan American

THE
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The recent departure of former Athletic Director
William Weidner after six years has triggered a departmental group effort to continue working even in the wake
of his absence. Weidner took his position at Weber State
University earlier this week.
As a result, 12 members have been selected from a pool
of administrators, faculty,
and community leaders to
coordinate the national
search for the next AD.
“Right now we’re waiting
for applications to come in,
about 18 or 20,” said search
committee Chairman Tony
De la Pena. “Then the first
committee will meet and
review the applications
looking specifically for
things like Division I experience.”
De la Pena, who has preJIM LANCASTER
vious experience on search
committees headed by Weidner, said the whole process,
from initial application to the later interviews, takes about
six weeks to organize.
With the search committee, he said he will then review
the candidates’ qualities and rate them, finalizing a list of
three to five who will then be interviewed by James
Langabeer, vice president for Business Affairs at UTPA.
“I think the earliest we’ll have someone in here is Jan.
15,” said Langabeer. “Provided the people we’re dealing
with are qualified.”
Long-time Assistant Director for Sports Medicine Jim
Lancaster has been chosen to coordinate the department as

temporary AD with administrative staff also sharing the
many duties left by Weidner.
“I realize now the types of things he had responsibility
over,” Lancaster said. “I don’t think I can do all of those
things, but as a group we can work together to try and
make sure to try and keep things together.”
Any potential candidate for the position will be filtered
through the search committee after a series of interviews
that will gauge the candidate’s prior level of responsibility and what Langabeer calls a prior “progressive increase
in responsibility in athletic administration.
“An athletic director has been exposed to a lot more in
the way of managing an athletic department than Mr.
Lancaster,” Langabeer said. “We have to pull together to
make sure he does not fail (because) if he fails they (the
department) fail.”
Citing no real aspirations for being AD Lancaster, who
is also on the search committee, said he took the temporary responsibility out of a vested interest in the department.
He described the role of athletic director as a critical
position; candidates have to be evaluated carefully, to
make sure the person is qualified enough to hold the position.
“I think the whole idea is to get some good criteria, set
it down, and make sure we’re objective, looking at people
who are qualified,” Lancaster said. “ We have to make
sure they satisfy the criteria we set for them… make sure
we pick the one that’s the best fit for the university.”
Lancaster compared Weidner’s departure to losing a key
player on a winning team.
“If you’re a team and one of your key players is out it
doesn’t mean you can’t get it done. It just means it’s more
of a challenge… everybody has to step up and meet that
challenge,” Lancaster said.
He will attempt to do so until early next semester.

Joey Gomez/The Pan American

THANKS - James Langabeer, left, awards William Weidner
a statement of appreciation for six years of work Thursday.
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Edinburg vs. Donna for title
By JACOB ALEGRIA
The Pan American

DONNA - The playoff scenario in district 31-5A is up for grabs. Some teams
have already clinched a playoff spot, but
the Donna Redskins will battle for one
Friday night against the Edinburg
Bobcats.
Even though both teams struggled at
the start of the season with three straight
losses, both remained determined to turn
it around. Coaches David Evans (Donna)
and Robert Vela (Edinburg) were able to
string together some important and
momentum-building wins, leading to this
showdown for a district title and playoff
berth.
Evans and Vela are two of the most
well-known coaches in the Valley and
they have had their share of battles in the
past. Vela has an edge over Evans in
recent years, but that is something the latter is aware of.
“He (Vela) has had a couple on me in
the past and hopefully we can change that
this year,” said Evans.
The Donna Redskins 5-4 overall, and
4-1 in district play, have been a Valley
powerhouse in recent history, but for the
first time in a long time they find them-

selves battling for a playoff spot in the last
week of the regular season.
The ‘Skins enter the game at Edinburg
facing possible elimination from playoff
contention, but a win on the other hand
and the Redskins not only clinch a playoff spot but a share of the district title.
With a loss Donna would then need some
help from the Edinburg Economedes
Jaguars (4-4, 4-1), who would have to
win against P-SJ-A North in order to
make the playoffs. A Donna win and an
Economedes loss would then eliminate
the Jaguars and give both P-SJ-A North
and Donna a postseason berth.
The Redskins come off a decisive 4417 win over hated rival Weslaco last
week, a win that helped Donna inch closer to the playoffs. They received a big
boost to their offense last week, when
senior quarterback Derek Castillo
returned to the lineup after having missed
five weeks with a shoulder injury.
Castillo’s performance last week against
Weslaco was an accurate one; he completed 11 of 19 for 153 yards passing with
one touchdown pass. He also cleared up
any doubts about his injury, when he was
hit hard while running the ball in on a
two-point conversion attempt. His return
gives the offense senior leadership, in

place of sophomore quarterback Noe
Garcia, who held the position for the past
five games in Castillo’s absence.
Donna now goes on the road to Cats
Stadium in Edinburg, where they are 1-1,
after a 21-19 victory over struggling
Edinburg North and a 28-21 loss to
Economedes. The Bobcats host the
Redskins on homecoming night, giving
the Bobcats an advantage, they imagine.
“This is our homecoming and the kids
love to play at Cats Stadium and its going
to be a fight,” said Vela, whose Bobcats
(6-3, 5-0) come off an emotional and
impressive win over the Economedes
Jaguars, a three-overtime thriller. The
exciting win allowed Edinburg to clinch a
playoff berth and a chance to claim the
district title out right with a win over the
Redskins. Vela hopes the momentum
from the emotional win will carry over
into Friday’s game.
“It was an emotional victory for us, we
wanted to be city champs and we hope to
keep it going this week,” said Vela.
The Redskins are going to be in for a
fight this week and Evans knows it.
“They have what we want and they’re
going to try and knock us out,” said
Evans, whose team has been to the playoffs the past six seasons.

Hoopers give kids a treat
By JOEY HINOJOSA
The Pan American

Salinas. “We are all going to go (get treats) together.”
Kelly Flores, a registered dietician for Wiggles
Children’s Rehab, also found the event to be a healthy
alternative to trick-or-treating.
“We decided it would be safer for us to have (this
fundraiser) within a university,” said Flores. “(We want
to) give people an opportunity to collect information
from different organizations, and not only to give out
candy but for (promoting) health.”
About 130 to 150 children showed up for the Lady
Broncs’ fund-raiser, according to Bell, who was
pleased with the results of the team’s first Trek or
Treat. There was a basketball hoop set up outside so
kids could have fun playing with team members.
“It was fun,” said Bell. “Our girls enjoyed it. We
learned a lot from it. Hopefully we can do the same
thing next year.”

The door-to-door pastime normally associated with
Oct. 31 took a back seat this year to the first Trek or
Treat Walk-A-Thon, hosted by the UTPA women’s
basketball team. On Sunday, the fundraiser was an
invite for adults and children to enjoy a safe
Halloween evening on campus.
The Lady Broncs worked with Valley organizations
and charities such as Wiggles Children’s Rehab to put
the event together. Money raised went to the Ronald
McDonald House and the women’s basketball team.
Basketball players and representatives of sponsors
were spread out around the campus handing out candy
for the children, and information about organizations to
adults. The players, some of whom dressed in costume,
were excited to be conducting the fundraiser.
“I think this a time where we can have a lot of
community support,” said Jennifer Arriola, senior
center. “We are really into community service and
helping children.”
Lady Broncs basketball administrative assistant
Chelsea Bell was in charge of the fund-raiser and she
is hoping it will become an annual event.
“Well, it is our first time doing this, so I know it is
probably not going to be at the best or highest level
we want it to be,” said Bell. “But as long as we have
a lot of people come, and a lot of people and corporations working hard on this (then it should be successful). I just hope it becomes a great success and we
can continue to do this for years to come.”
One of the key components of Trek or Treat was
providing a secure environment for Valley children to
spend Halloween. Bell found that to be an important
part.
“There are no lights off. It is bright outside,” said
Bell. “There is no way (children) can be scared.”
One Valley parent, Ali Salinas, was pleased to see
Delisa Guadarrama/The Pan American
an event where she could take her son for a worryfree Halloween evening.
FREE SHOT - Azzie Knox helps a Trek-or-Treater at
“We got invited, so we decided to come,” said
a Lady Bronc event last Sunday.
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RGV districts achieve Democratic presence in Congress
By CHRISTINA HARRIS
The Pan American

Ginmarie Mabry/The Pan American

KILLER D - Danny Puente works his way around a pick by Rey
Castillo, as he chases Sergio Sanchez in a recent practice session.
The Broncs start exhibitions Saturday.

Despite redistricting Texas with the intention of giving
the Republican party the upper hand, U.S. House Majority
Leader Tom DeLay failed to remove the Democratic
Party’s stronghold on Texas voters in South Texas.
The two main winners for Congress in South Texas were
incumbents Rep. (D) Lloyd Doggett and Rep. (D) Ruben
Hinojosa. Doggett won Congressional District 25,
defeating Rebecca Armendariz Klein by over 59,000 votes.
All the candidates appeared at The University of TexasPan American before the elections, some more than once.
Doggett believes DeLay’s Republican plan for Texas
was unsuccessful, but still foresees adversity in the future.
“House Republican Tom DeLay’s extreme agenda for
Texas was defeated,” Doggett said. “For those of us he
could not defeat, our work has become harder, but our
responsibility has become greater.”
Before winning the election, Doggett gave his opinion
on what the Valley stood to lose with a Republican in
Congress.
“In Congress, I am sponsoring bills to raise the
minimum wage to seven dollars an hour, [and] double the

maximum Pell Grant
district programs which
award for university
improve opportunities in
students,”
Doggett
education, health care
District 25
said. “The Republican
and
job
training,”
Lloyd Doggett (Incumbent)
108,487 67%
leadership is blocking
Hinojosa said in the
progress on those and
article.
Rebecca Armendariz Klein
49,316 30%
other key issues that
Hinojosa
also
are important to Valley
responded to the amount
students and their
of support he received
families.”
from the citizens of
District 15
Hinojosa celebrated
Congressional District
Ruben Hinojosa (Incumbent)
96,475 58%
his
win
in
15.
Congressional District
“I look forward to
Michael Thamm
67,413 40%
15, as he defeated
continuing to fight for
Republican Michael
our communities, in
Thamm
with
58
Washington, D.C. and
percent of the votes.
want to thank everyone
According to an article in The Monitor, Hinojosa said he who worked hard to ensure our victory [Tuesday],”
plans to work with both political parties to better the Hinojosa said. “In the coming weeks and months, I plan to
district.
keep working hard to craft sound solutions that will make
“I plan to work very closely in a bipartisan manner, our communities better, and I encourage everyone to
including the work with Sen. Kay Bailey Hutchinson and contact my office to give me their thoughts on how we can
Sen. John Cornyn, to be able to bring to my congressional build an even stronger nation.”

Despite prevention, sexual harassment persists in classrooms
By CECILIA CASTANEDA
The Pan American

It happens everywhere, and sometimes the effects die
forgotten. But sometimes they hang in the back of
students’ minds.
Cases of sexual harassment are reported on campuses
nationwide, causing students to wonder about the safety
of their environment. According to a recent survey
conducted by the American Psychological Association,
26 percent of female graduate students have experienced
sexual harassment in the classroom.
"I think about it happening sometimes," said Sarai
Oscoy, 19, a history major. "But in my environment I
feel safe, like here in this building. When you hear about
a case on campus then you’re alert and cautious, but if
you don’t know about it, then you’re fine."
Yet, like any university, The University of Texas-Pan
American has its share of sexual harassment cases and
the reports filter into the student body.
Oscoy remembers a case this summer involving an
employee at the Academic Services Building who was
fired for sexual harassment. Oscoy, who worked in that
same building, was surprised when she heard about the
case. Until then, she did not feel the need to be
especially cautious.
Like Oscoy, students are affected by rumors of sexual
harassment on campus. They can become weary and lose
confidence in the institution.
"Sexual harassment cases affect the morale of the
university and call into question the trust students have
in professors and authority figures here," said Mirta
Rodriguez, a counselor at UTPA. "But our university has
not reached that point."
According to Rodriguez, most students feel
comfortable on campus and with their professors.
Although they may hear about cases of sexual
harassment on campus, students realize the cases are
rare.

what’s going on unless they tell me."
Student-to-student cases of harassment are defined as
anything that interferes with a student’s study or
makes them uncomfortable on campus. Thus,
student-to-student harassment cases can apply in a
Forms of sexual harassment
large variety of situations. In most reported cases, a
student consistently pursues a classmate, even after
being rebuffed consistently, Carruthers said.
Verbal harassment: lewd words/remarks,
Student-to-student cases also involve stalking,
questions, dirty jokes and sounds.
inappropriate touching, or continued jokes of a
sexual nature directed at a student.
Non-verbal signs: staring, vulgar/suggestive signs,
The Dean of Students Office offers mediation
attempts at flirting directly or indirectly.
services between students that can provide assistance
Visual harassment: obscene/pornographic
to those being sexually harassed. The office can also
arrange classes and living accommodations to assist
materials, letters of sexual innuendos,
those affected by it.
flashing/sexual exposure.
Yet, the culture in the Valley lends itself to a
Mental/psychological harassment: lewd phone
friendly closeness, which blurs the line between
friendliness and possible sexual harassment.
calls, repeated unwarranted invitations whether
"It’s up to the professors to draw that line,"
sexual in nature or not, repeated request for
Rodriguez
said. "And they need to let their students
dates/socializing, repeated and unwarranted visits.
know."
Students can file a formal or informal sexual
Physical harassment: brushing against the body,
harassment complaint with the dean of students. A
touching [with intention], fondling, hugging,
formal complaint is put into writing and the
molesting.
university will speak with the alleged sexual
Source: New Straits Times
offender. A formal investigation follows. An informal
complaint is usually anonymous and leads to
major. "If I hear about something happening, I know to additional sexual harassment training for the faculty.
Currently, all staff at UTPA must attend a two-hour
stay away. But I feel fine here at school."
However, Christine Carruthers, assistant director for sexual harassment training session where staff members
Student Judicial Affairs at UTPA, found that many define what constitutes sexual harassment. The training
students feel comfortable coming forward and reporting includes a video with several controversial scenarios,
cases of sexual harassment. Most, however, only feel helping the staff demarcate the line between friendliness
obligated to report student-to-faculty cases instead of and sexual harassment.
Students can also visit the University Counseling
student-to-student cases.
"It’s very important for students to report sexual Center for emotional help after sexual harassment. For
harassment from other students," Carruthers said. "I more information on reporting cases go to the UC 104 or
can’t be in all the classes with them, so I don’t know call (956) 381-2262.
"I feel safe with all my professors and here on
campus," said sophomore Marelli Montanez, a pre-med
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Faculty profile: Bruce Friedman

Social work professor toils with homeless grants
By JENILEE HERNANDEZ
The Pan American

you need to be able to
support the system so
that you don't have the
Time management is certainly a skill Bruce Friedman problem of people
possesses. With his busy schedule of teaching, having falling through the
numerous publications to his name and giving cracks,”
Friedman
presentations for different causes, the social work said.
professor still manages to find the time for two major
Rose
Marie
grants that are currently under way.
Penzerro, professor of
Friedman received his bachelor’s from Case Western social work, has had
Reserve University in Cleveland, Ohio with a double the opportunity to work with Friedman since she is also
major in religion and sociology. He then received his involved with working on the grant.
master’s in social work from Washington University in St.
“He really listened. He’s also supportive of the
Louis, Missouri, and after several years, he earned his project,” Penzerro said. “It’s something I’m interested in
doctorate from Case Western.
[grant work], He tries to share what he can to benefit us
Friedman began his journey in this profession when the all.”
director of a resident camp he was working at referred
The second grant he is working on deals with the Rio
him to a friend that was in search of a
Grande Valley Mental Health
staff member at a social service
Coalition.
Friedman
is
agency. Friedman was hired and he
working with four university
Bruce Friedman
accepted the job. The agency told him
collaboratives.
UTPA
social work
he should aspire for his master’s and
An analysis of mental
he did exactly that.
health needs is being
Education:
“They said, ‘You know, you’re good
conducted on both sides of
Bachelor’s (religion and sociology):
at this. You should go get your
the Rio Grande to gather data
Case Western Reserve University in
master’s degree,’” Friedman said. “So
that will be able to identify
Cleveland, Ohio
they helped me apply for a national
what other additional funds
Master’s (social work): Washington
scholarship, which helped support my
are needed to help improve
University in St. Louis, Missouri
education for my master’s degree.”
the mental health service
Doctorate (social work): Case Western
Friedman said that he has many
delivery system.
University.
relatives who are social workers,
With these two grants
including an aunt, uncle and several
under way, Friedman’s time
Honors:
cousins. Surprisingly, his interest in
seems under constraint. On
2005 edition of Who’s Who Among
social work did not initially stem from
the
contrary,
Friedman
America’s Teachers.
his family’s involvement with it.
teaches, but said that there is
Treasurer of the board for the National
Friedman has always felt a strong need
method to his teaching.
Network of Social Work Managers
to provide assistance to others.
One former student of his,
Cookbook:
“There’s a major social justice
Juan Guerrero, graduated
component and it’s tied in with social
“Ecological Perspective Cookbook:
this May with a master’s in
work and I think it’s a social justice
Recipes for Social Workers”
social work. He said he owes
stream that seems to run through,”
much thanks to Friedman,
Friedman said.
who was helpful and
This might explain his role in the two grants that are in inspiring.
progress at the moment.
“It was an interesting experience. I enjoyed his class.
The Homeless Grant, which began in February 2003, He really pushed me to do my work early,” Guerrero said.
focuses on several aspects of the need of help in the Rio
Of course, Friedman uses the traditional style of
Grande Valley.
“Basically there are a number of programs that are
designed specifically to address the needs of people that
are homeless in Hidalgo County,” Friedman said.
One coalition was for Valley Families, which looks at
gaps analysis and focusing on the needs of families in
service delivery systems. This led to the Hidalgo County
Homeless Coalition, which looks at the homeless
situation in the Valley. A continuum care grant was
submitted for funding to assess these issues.
Friedman said this particular grant is a partnership
By EMMA CLARK
between The University of Texas- Pan American, The
The Pan American
United Way and other agencies that are part of a coalition.
A priority of the grant was to address concerns and
Students and backpacks go together like ham and
issues of children who are aging out of the foster care
cheese. We see them everywhere: some are on wheels,
system. Creation of a transitional housing unit for these
some are small and flat, others are full and heavy. But
children is something in development.
what are they full of is a question campus police across
People affected by mental illness is yet another aspect
Texas are now being forced to ask.
that is being focused on. In this case, a solution is being
Authorities at St. Edwards University in Austin, The
thought up for patients to be able to stay and receive
University of Texas in Austin and Texas State University
treatment in the Valley rather than travel to other places.
are trying to track down two people responsible for the
According to Friedman, due to the high incidence of
theft of almost $24,000 worth of campus laptops, video
domestic violence in the Valley, another goal is to expand
projectors and computers over the summer.
the program with Mujeres Unidas.
All found in a backpack.
These are all different pieces of the grant that Freidman
One of the perpetrators wanted in connection with the
not only has an interest in, but concerns issues he feels
thefts is a former University of Texas-Brownsville
should be addressed.
employee.
“You need to be able to not just have the system, but
UT Brownsville Police Chief John Cardoza said that

"There’s a major social justice
component and it’s tied in with social work
and I think it’s a social justice stream that
seems to run through."

SPORTS
CLIPBOARD
Lady Broncs host final tournament of year

-Bruce Friedman,
Social work professor

teaching, which includes lectures and assignments, but he
knows that there are times to put that conventional style
away and try something different.
“The way I look at it - and I try to teach this way too is that you’re taking these very complex concepts and
you’re trying to explain them,” Friedman explained.
“What ends up happening is you are using jargon to
explain these complex concepts. A lot of times what
makes it easier is using metaphors that people are familiar
with, and then they can relate that concept back to the
metaphor.”
He explained that everyone knows food in one way or
another and by simply using food as a metaphor, the
learning process of tough concepts can be easier.
Therefore, Friedman has done things out of the ordinary
for his classes.
“I have taken my classes to the dietetics kitchen,”
Friedman said. “We have actually baked in the kitchen.”
The incorporation of food comes from his love for
cooking. Friedman has published the “Ecological
Perspective Cookbook: Recipes for Social Workers.”
To add to his long list of things to do, he is currently
working on the manuscript for the second edition to his
book and he has another book contract set up in
November 2005. Friedman also holds the honor of being
in the 2005 edition of Who’s Who Among America’s
Teachers.
Friedman is the treasurer of the board for the National
Network of Social Work Managers, which identifies
standards for managers and their social service agencies.
Aside from that he is on the editorial board of Social
Thought.
He enjoys swimming, walking and as a Jew, is
dedicated to his religious institution. One of the areas he
does research in is looking at the application of Biblical
stories and how they apply to life.

Backpack bandits:
Higher security measures taken
the thieves looked like regular students and simply
entered the building with an empty backpack.
The thefts were all caught on a surveillance camera
and took place in a building where many professors have
offices.
Sgt. James Loya of The University of Texas-Pan
American campus police said that UTPA has not had a
problem with equipment theft, but officers are ready to
offer assistance if needed.
Security measures at the UTPA Library were explained
by administrative employee, Greg Mitchell. Mitchell
said there are ways the library addresses this potential
problem, for example, by keeping all the classrooms
locked and having library staff on duty throughout the
building is an advantage.
“Second, the equipment is attached to something by a
cable. Third, checkout equipment is kept in a back room.
You have to have a valid ID, so you are linked to the

See STOLEN page 12
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The Lady Bronc golf team has been anything but average, maintaining a great finish in every invitational with a series of 3rd and
4th place finishes this semester. They recently finished with top honors at the Ellington Invitational, against a competitive group of
schools.Leading the way for the Lady Broncs are juniors Stephanie
Maynard and Daniela Cortez who have placed well in all three invitationals. Senior Crystal Frazier showed her experience with a teambest fourth-place finish at the Ellington Invitational, and hopes to
continue her hot swinging into the final competition of the year.
The final invitational of the year will be hosted by UTPA, as the
Lady Bronc Classic will kick off on Nov. 8-9 in Edinburg.

Lady Bronc volleyball
The volleyballers took two of three in recent net action.
The team started off well, winning in three straight games against
Texas A&M International Saturday at the UTPA Field House, 30-15,
30-20, 30-22. Sophomore Heather Bravo came up big with 14 kills,
while Libero Carol Marcengo contributed her usual double-digit performance with 19 digs.
On the following day, the Lady Broncs continued their solid performance, defeating Texas Southern in three straight matches, 30-16,
30-26, 30-25. This time junior Stephanie Redd pounded 13 kills, and
teammate Bravo had nine kills and four aces.
The Lady Broncs’ two game-winning streak came to a sudden halt
as they were defeated by Texas A&M-Kingsville in four tough
matches, 30-25, 25-30, 26-30, and 28-30. Fifth-year senior Cathi
Netemeyer of Los Fresnos helped keep the Lady Broncs close with
13 kills, two aces, and three blocks. Also, sophomore Kim Mora had
a great turnout with a team-leading 17 digs.
The Lady Broncs will host North Dakota State on Saturday at 11
a.m.

FOR THE RECORD
NFL
Week 8
Sunday, Oct. 31
Buffalo 38, Arizona

UTPA SPORTS

19; blocks, Danielle Holthe 2; aces,

Men’s Basketball
Schedule

record: (9-15)

Kansas City 45, Indianapolis

Faz 1

NOV. 8 UNIVERSIDAD REGIOMONTANA

record: (20-5)

NOV. 23 TEXAS A&M INTERNATIONAL
NOV. 27 SouthMissouri State

Tennessee 27, Cincinnati 20

DEC. 2 SOUTHWEST ASS. OF GOD
DEC. 4 SAM HOUSTON STATE

Philadelplia 15, Baltimore 10

DEC. 7 Lamar University

Atlanta 41, Denver 28

DEC. 11 NORTH TEXAS

Seattle 23, Carolina 17

DEC. 16 TEXAS-PERMIAN BASIN

Pittsburgh34, New England 20
San Diego 42, Oakland 14
Chicago 23, San Francisco 13

Monday, Nov. 1

DEC. 20 BIRMINGHAM SOUTHERN
DEC. 22 WRIGHT STATE
DEC. 23 MISSISSIPPI VALLEY STATE
DEC. 29 Univ. of Nevada-Las Vegas
DEC. 31 Northwestern University

N.Y. Jets 41, Miami 14

Week 9

Women’s Basketball
Schedule

Sunday, Nov. 7
N.Y. Jets at Buffalo, Noon
Washington at Detroit, Noon
Arizona at Miami, Noon
Philadelphia at Pttsburgh, Noon
Kansas City at Tampa Bay, Noon

NOV. 13 TEXAS A&M KINGSVILLE
NOV. 19 Marshall Thundering Herd Tour.
NOV. 20 Marshall Thundering Herd Tour.
NOV. 23 TEXAS A&M INTERNATIONAL
NOV. 26 Oral Roberts
NOV. 28 University of Tulsa

Oakland at Carolina, Noon

DEC. 1 SOUTHERNWEST ASS. OF GOD

Seattle at San Francisco, 3:05 p.m.
Chicago at N.Y. Giants, 3:05 p.m.
Houston at Denver, 3:15 p.m.
New England at St. Louis, 3:15 p.m.
Cleveland at Baltimore, 7:30 p.m.

Monday, Nov. 8

DEC. 6 Univ. of Wyoming
DEC. 11 TEXAS STATE
DEC. 20 NORTH TEXAS
DEC. 29 Lafayette College
DEC. 31 Morgan State University
Note: Home games in caps

Tuesday, Nov 2
STEINKE CENTER

BCS STANDINGS
NOV.

2, 2004

1. USC
2. OKLAHOMA
3. AUBURN
4. CALIFORNIA
5. WISCONSIN
6. UTAH
7. TEXAS
8. TENNESSEE
9. GEORGIA
10. MIAMI
11. MICHICAN
12. BOISE STATE
13. FLORIDA STATE
14. VIRGINIA
15. LOUISVILLE
16. WEST VIRGINIA
17. LSU
18. ARIZONA STATE
19. OKLAHOMA STATE
20. VIRGINIA TECH
21. IOWA
22. TEXAS A&M
23. SOUTHERN MISS
24. UTEP
25. BOSTON COLLEGE

District 30-5A
McAllen High 42, Rio Grande City 27
La Joya 21, Sharyland 13
McAllen Rowe 27, McAllen Memorial 24
District 31-5A
Donna 44, Weslaco 17
PSJA North 17, PSJA High 10
Edinburg 57, Edinburg Economedes 55
District 32-5A
San Benito 35,Harlingen 31
Harlingen South 49, Los Fresnoa 35
Browns. Porter 41, Browns. Hanna 7
District 32-4A
Weslaco East 16, Roma 13
PSJA Memorial 42, Mission High 21
Mission Veterans 26, Mercedes 18
Edcouch-Elsa 63, Brownsville Lopez 8
District 32-3A
Port Isabel 35, Rio Hondo 13
Hidalgo 10, Raymondville 2
La Feria 2, Lyford 0
District 32-2A
Bishop 29, Santa Rosa 0
Hebbronville 52, La Villa 0

DEC. 16 TEXAS-PERMIAN BASIN

UTPA VOLLEYBALL

College Football

Week 9
Friday, Oct 29

DEC. 4 Colorado State

Minnesota at Indianapolis, 8 p.m.

Hoops teams to kick off season soon

RGV FOOTBALL

NOV. 7 ST. MARY’S

Dallas at Cincinnati, Noon

New Orleans at San Diego, 3:05 p.m.

TAMIU: Kills, Katherine Taju 14; digs,
Desiree Arredondo 13; blocks, Amanda

NOV. 6 MONTERREY TECH

N.Y. Giants 34, Minnesota 13

Green Bay 28, Washington 14

Carol Marcengo 4

Cruz 2; aces, Jessica Vargas 1, Stacy

Dallas 31, Detroit 21
Houston 20, Jacksonville 6

Note: all times central standard time

It’s November, so roundball must be coming. The UTPA men’s
basketball team warms up this weekend with a home exhibition
game, and will have another before the regular season begins
Nov. 23. The women are also on the verge of beginning the latest
campaign.
On Saturday, Nov. 6 the Broncs tip off against Monterrey Tech at
the Field House at 7:30 p.m., concluding several weeks of practice
that masked the potential of this season’s Bronc team. Two days
later, they take on Universidad Regiomontana.
“They look pretty deep,” said Allen Holcomb, 2002-2003 Bronc
rebound leader about this year’s Bronc group. “It looks like they’re
focused on coming in and having a good start…everybody looks
like they’re ready to go.”
The Broncs return seven seniors from last season’s 14-14
squad and this season finds them playing more games at home
than last, when they went 10-3 at home and 4-10 on the road.
They play 16 games at home this season, starting Nov. 25.
On the women’s side, coach Deann Craft will be looking to start
the season positively, riding the momentum of last season’s turnaround, one of the best in the country. Five seasoned seniors and
ton of talented newcomers are on the roster.
The Lady Broncs posted their best record in program history last
season (13-15) and look to continue that success against St.
Mary’s University Nov. 7 and Texas A&M-Kingsville Nov. 13.
“We feel very blessed because we have a combination of good
experience with the five seniors giving us good leadership,” Craft
said. “But we have an abundance of new talent, a lot of new faces
that people are going to begin to recognize because they’re going
to be playing a lot of minutes.”
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TAMUK DEF. UTPA
25-30, 30-25, 30-26, 30-28

UTPA: Kills, Cathi Netemeyer 13;

Saturday, Oct. 30
District 32-5A
Brownsville Pace at Brownsville Rivera
open: Edinburg North, Progreso

Week 10
Thursday, Nov. 4
District 31-5A
PSJA High at Edinburg North
District 32-4A
Roma at Brownsville Lopez
Edcouch-Elsa at PSJA Memorial

assists, Karen Lyons 26; digs, Kim Mora
17; blocks, Stephanie Redd 6; aces,
Karen Lyons 2, Cathi Netemeyer 2
record: (10-16)

Friday, Nov. 5
District 30-5A
Rio Grande City at La Joya
McAllen Rowe at McAllen High

TAMUK: Kills, Shaday Smith 20;
assists Natalie Walther 44; digs, Kellie
O’Leary 18; blocks, Sarah Rauschuber

District 31-5A
Donna at Edinburg High
Edinburg Economedes at PSJA North

6; aces Leslie Petros 5
record (9-20)

Monday, Nov. 1
H&PE
UTPA DEF. TSU
30-16, 30-26, 30-25
UTPA:Kills, Stephanie Redd 13;
assists, Karen Lyons 16; digs, Cathi
Netemeyer 11; blocks, Cathi Netemeyer
2; aces, Heather Bravo 4
record: (10-15)
TSU: Kills, Lakenya Wrightsil 5 ;
assists, Angela Santiago 14; digs,
Muriel Tymes 9; blocks, Shannon
Holland 3; aces, Monique Thomas 1,
Safaria Davis 1, Shawdae Wallace 1

Saturday, Oct. 30

District 32-5A
San Benito at Brownsville Porter
Brownsville Rivera at Los Fresnos
Harlingen South at Harlingen High
District 32-4A
Mercedes at Weslaco East
Mission High at Mission Veterans
District 32-3A
Hidalgo at Lyford
La Feria at Raymondville
Port Isabel at Progreso
District 32-2A
La Villa at Santa Rosa
TAPPS District 4-5A
SA Antonian at St. Joseph

Saturday, Nov. 6

UTPA FIELDHOUSE

District 30-5A
Sharyland at McAllen Memorial

UTPA DEF. TAMIU
30-15, 30-20, 30-22

District 32-5A
Brownsville Hanna at Brownsville Pace

UTPA:Kills, Heather Bravo 18; assists,
Karen Lyons 48; digs, Carol Marcengo
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University textbooks: getting your money’s worth
Acumen studies show reasons why students might not purchase books
By HOUSTON VAN NEST
The Pan American
It is a scenario every student here at The University of
Texas-Pan American has experienced at least once in their
college career; that eagerly awaited day when hard work
and pensive studies come to an abrupt halt at the end of a
semester. As you rummage through your backpack tossing
notes, test reviews and old Skittles bags aside, you find
your textbooks, those vast tomes of information which cost
you an arm and a leg to purchase. Much to your dismay
upon selling these books back to the University Bookstore,
you did not get your money’s worth on the return.
William Cornwell, a marketing major at UTPA believes
that the price of books is pretty high, including the UTPA
Bookstore. Of course, when it comes to buying a textbook
that is relevant in the classroom for learning and reference,
students do not mind paying so much. However, many
students do not use their books very often, especially if
their instructors give sufficient notes for exams and
quizzes.
“I think the value of the price is determined on the
professor’s class,” Cornwell said. “If the professor is basing
the class off his or her notes and the book is, you know, not
a study material, then it’s pretty invaluable.”
This in turn makes the student believe that money was
wasted on a book that was hardly used during the semester.
“I think it’s ridiculous,” Cornwell said. “I never expected
holding a $120 item around school for half a year would
make it worth $10 upon selling it back.”
A 2004 study in Acumen - a faculty newsletter developed
under the Follet Higher Education Group and distributed by
the University Bookstore - shows reasons why students
might not buy a book.
On average, in a four-year university or community
college, 18.1 percent of students believed that their book
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would not be used as much. Another 16.2 percent claimed Then the money is divided among store personnel, store
that their instructor said the textbook for a particular class operations and store income.
was not needed. Also, 18.6 percent of the students believed
The Acumen suggests that instructors sign pieces of
that the pricing of a textbook
paper
called
“textbook
was an issue, and decided not
adoptions,”
at
the
end
of each
Where the new textbook dollar goes
to buy it.
semester. This form lets the
The issue of Acumen also
bookstore know that the
Publisher’s expense
32.3¢
enlightens the reader as to
professor will be using the
paper, printing
why textbooks are as
same textbook next semester.
expensive as they are,
“If textbook adoptions are
Freight-paid to freight company 1.2¢
discussed where your money
turned
in on time, this means
Store personnel
11.3¢
goes when buying textbooks,
more buy-backs of textbooks
Store operations
6.6¢
and offers solutions to make
that will be used the following
Store income
4.5¢
selling textbooks back to
semester for up to 50 percent
university bookstores more
of the original price,” said
Author’s income
11.6¢
worthwhile.
Robert Cantu, manager of the
paid by publisher
According to the article,
University Bookstore.
Publisher’s income
7.1¢
“The key to keeping textbook
The Acumen article agreed.
prices down is to support the
With textbook adoptions
Publisher’s expense
right of students to buy and
turned in on time, this
operations
10.0¢
sell used copies, to purchase
“enables us to start looking for
marketing
15.4¢
only what they need to
used books on the national
succeed, and to ensure that
market
before
their
Store total:
22.4¢
those materials are available
availability is exhausted and
when they need them.”
to buy back books from your
Textbook pricing is a more
Source: National Association of College Stores students at maximum value
complex process than that
(we pay up to 50% of the
with a typical novel. First of all, there are editor purchase price if a book has been readopted).”
investments, where the textbook undergoes a series of
It continues by saying: “The later the adoption, the less
checks for spelling or grammatical errors. After this, time we have to search. Adoptions that we receive after
another fraction of the money that you paid for the textbook buy-back (after exams are over) directly and dramatically
goes to the people that contributed their time and reduce the price students are paid when reselling their
knowledge to creating it.
texts.”
More expenses go toward the marketing divisions that
If adoptions are turned in on time, that means students
sell textbooks, as well to as the publisher’s income, not to have more money in their pockets for reselling texts.
mention the income of the store you bought the text from.
“We are here to serve our students,” Cantu said.

continued from page 4

computer system.”
Mitchell said he could not go into much
detail about the final procedure that the
library takes. Much like the security
devices found in stores, all equipment has a
device on it that will go off if it leaves the
Library Building.
Strict measures like Mitchell explained
are similar to those found across the
campus.
Lab Technical Service Supervisor
George Herrera of the chemistry
department said that three computers have
been stolen from the department in the past
year. One was new and still in the box and
was taken from a professor’s office.

“All equipment in the chemistry
department is locked up at the end of the
day,” Herrera said. “We don’t have any
computers in the lab, there’s no need for
computers in the lab because of all the
chemicals.”
The chemistry labs also have video
monitoring.
According to police reports, in 2003
over $31,000 worth of campus or state
property was stolen from the UTPA
campus. This year 54 thefts have been
reported, 42 percent of which are regarded
as private, such as student property left
unattended, while 58 percent are campus
property, worth over $10,000.

Joel de la Rosa/The Pan American

COFEEHOUSE- Student Union coffee house presented T.J McCloud Tuesday at
the food court. Many performers have been invited to campus during the fall
semester, providing students with continuous entertainment.
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New sorority advocates UTPA alumnus recognized
intercultural diversity for wildlife photography
several school activities. First they were at
Midnight Madness supporting the basketball
team, and then they had a booth at The
Students may have seen the flyers around Carnival of the Great Pumpkin, with the
campus stating, “Coming Soon, a “COCOON SALOON” as part of an “old
Multicultural Sorority: Join the Interest Western ghost town.”
Group C.O.C.O.O.N.” But exactly, what is
“We sold root beer floats, gave away free
it? It's a group of six highly motivated young candy to the children and we dressed up to
women attending The University of Texas- go with the theme,” Reyna said. “Telisa
Pan American.
Pena and Monica Villanueva were saloon
Contributing to Overcome Cultural girls, Angela Salazar and myself were
Oppression and Ongoing Negativity, Outlaws and Venessa Sota was the deputy
C.O.C.C.O.N is an
sheriff.”
interest group that
There they were
soon
hopes
to
able to meet
become the next
d i f f e r e n t
chapter of Delta Xi
organizations and
Nu, a multicultural
meet
the
sorority based out of
community first
Texas A&M College
hand at the event
Station.
held in the Field
“A good friend
-Karla Reyna, House.
from Texas A&M
They were also
C.O.C.O.O.N president. most
told us about it and
recently
since here at UTPA
involved at the
the minority is the majority some of my Pumpkin Carving Contest hosted by the
friends and I thought it would be a good idea Student Union in which Reyna entered a
to start it.” Said Karla Reyna President of pumpkin called the Queen of Halloween.
C.O.C.O.O.N.
While they did not place in the contest they
Delta Xi Nu is a service sorority founded once again were seen supporting school
at Texas A&M, in 1997 by five young activities.
women. The idea came from five friends
According to Reyna, “educational
who were all from different cultural service,
promoting
diversity
and
backgrounds. They wanted something to be multiculturalism,” are what the group is
able to tell the world that it was their about.
differences that had brought them together
The officers of C.O.C.O.O.N. for the fall
and had made them stronger. The mission 2004 semester are: President Karla Reyna,
statement on their Web site is “to further Vice President Telisa Pena, Secretary
multiculturalism by promoting diversity and Monica Villanueva, Treasurer Venessa Soto,
cultural awareness on campus.” Their motto Standards Officer Jennifer Bryant and
is “Sisterhood, Culturel and Education.”
Historian Angela Salazar.
C.O.C.O.O.N. has already begun to make
For
more
information
about
a name for itself at UTPA. Since they first C.O.C.O.O.N. please contact the group at
began, the girls have been involved in cocoonsisterz@yahoo.com.
By JENNIFER BARRIENTES
The Pan American

“Since here at UTPA the
minority is the majority,
some of my friends and I
thought it would be a
good idea to start it.”

Courtesy of C.O.C.O.O.N.

SORORITY - (From left) Criminal justice junior Vanessa Jo Soto, pre-med junior Monica
Villanueva, journalism sophomore Angela Salazar, communication disorders junior Karla
Reyna and English sophomore Telisa Pena promote their newly founded organization
C.O.C.O.O.N. during Carnival of the Great Pumpkin on Oct. 23.

By HOUSTON VAN NEST
The Pan American

Professional training would seem to be a
prerequisite for most technical crafts. But
sometimes the self-taught artist makes it big.
Lance Krueger is a renowned wildlife
photographer nationwide, one of the top deer
photographers in the world, and the winner
of dozens of awards for his photography.
Now, a successful businessman through the
sales of his photos and articles to such
magazines like Outdoor Life and Field and
Stream, Krueger lives in Mission.
He took a risk on his way to the top,
choosing hands-on experience over an
expensive education at a prestigious art
institute, and hasn’t looked back since.
While attending The University of TexasPan American in the 1980s, Krueger reached
a point in time when his career began to
develop. After much soul searching and
contacting professional photographers, he
pinpointed one source for advice: a professor
in the Brooks Institute of Photography in
Santa Barbara, Calif. After Krueger traveled
to the institute, the professor recommended
he major in marketing, that way, he
(Krueger) could make a living selling his
photography.
He worked full-time jobs in the summer at
Britton’s Photo in McAllen to pay his tuition
for the fall and spring semesters. He worked
there for five years, all the while developing
a small photography business that he started
when he was 19, when he sold his first
photos.
Although he planned on attending Brooks
Institute, Krueger never did, and instead
embarked on a career that has seen him
become a household name in the art/business
of photography.
Recently Krueger spoke about his journey
to success.
“While most of my friends went away to
college, I figured I could get a good
education right here in the Valley,” Krueger
explained. “I had also heard that UTPA’s
business department was one of the best in
the state, so I felt I would have the
opportunity at a good education in business
by staying here. Also, since I was paying for
my own education, I couldn’t pay a whole
lot, so the economy of Pan Am was good
too.”
After receiving his degree in marketing,
Krueger went on an assignment to do photo
shoots in Montana for a national magazine.
“I figured I’d give it a year or two, and if I
failed, I’d invest the $60,000 for the threeyear photography program at Brooks,”
Krueger said.
Krueger, however, never made it back to
school.
“My photography business has succeeded
beyond my expectations, and I’ve never
taken a photography class,” Krueger said. “I
am totally self-taught.”
UTPA’s Dr. George McLemore, another
photographer of note, was acquainted with
Krueger when the latter was a business major
at the university. He says that the way
Krueger did it is not without risks, but is also

not without reward.
“Photography is one of those craft/art
forms where in fact a person can teach
themselves,” said McLemore, whose
pictures of India have been displayed at
several Valley venues in recent years.
“It means a person has to have a deeper
focus than those who have formal training.
It’s not that training isn’t useful, but some of
the greatest shooters of the past 100 years
have been those who just picked up the
camera and taught themselves.”
McLemore mentioned Sebastio Salgado as
one of the best auto-educated people of the
bunch, an economist who started from
scratch in his early 30s and became a leading
artist. He also noted that Richard Avedon,
who died this fall, had simple experience as
a photographer in the Coast Guard before he
became perhaps the most famous of 20thcentury artists in that field.
“I knew Lance when he was struggling
with this decision, and the type of work he
wanted to do determined to an extent the
choice he made,” recalled McLemore.
“Some areas of photography don’t require as
much technical training, as opposed to studio
work, which does require it.”
Though he did not go to California,
Krueger looks back on his time at UTPA as
something he will never forget.
“For the most part I had a great experience
at UTPA,” Krueger said. “I didn’t really
partake of the extracurricular events, parties,
or socializing since I was so busy working
full-time, trying to get my photography
business going, taking a full load of classes,
and was active in the youth group at my
church.”
Krueger has won many awards for first

Lance Krueger
Published in:

Field and Stream
Outdoor Life
Sports Afield
Active member of:

Outdoor Writers Association of
America
North American Nature Photography
Association
place in the Outdoor Writer's Association of
America Photo Contest, which is sponsored
by Nikon. He has several First Place
Division winners in the Valley Land Fund
Photo Contest under his belt as well. Krueger
looked back in retrospect at his competition
in the Outdoor Writer's Association of
America Photo Contest.
"This is an extremely difficult
competition, as you compete against
thousands of entries from the top
photographers in North America,” Krueger
said. "I don't do a bunch of contests, but enter
the contests of winning first place in getting
the cover shots on the national hunting and
fishing magazines on a daily basis. That is
the toughest competition of all."
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Campus Vision System making debut Nov. 5
By LYLONY CAZARES
The Pan American
Rita Lynn Reyna spends her day shooting campus events,
editing, producing and broadcasting those events. Most
students don’t receive the opportunity to work on a short
film, but the University Relations Internship Program is
helping students learn and gain job experience in producing
and broadcasting on the Campus Vision System (CVS).
CVS is a closed-circuit television system and will begin
broadcasting campus events Nov. 5. The university
currently has monitors in the Academic Services Building,
Student Services Building, Library, Nursing, Social and
Behavioral Sciences, Communication Arts and Sciences
and University Center buildings that will be able to
broadcast programming made by the internship program.
“It (CVS) is run by students, shot by students, posted by
students and produced by students,” said Chelse Benham,
radio and television production supervisor.
The CVS broadcasts all started with the internship
program and its efforts in making the College for Texans
film, which will be delivered in Austin in May 2005. In
order to produce the film, equipment was needed and the
idea to broadcast campus events on the dormant closedcircuit television system to benefit the interns and student
body helped the program get a grant.
According to Benham, the internship program works like
a company. The students involved had to identify their
target audience, create a tag line, and come up with a
company name, Reel to Red.
The program has allowed students to shoot campus
events such as HESTEC, Milestones for Peace, the recent
play, “Let the Eagle Fly,” and the Carnival of the Great
Pumpkin.
Benham also mentioned that CVS will help spread

information about upcoming events, and announcements
“Really, I believe that this internship is all about getting
from the president or administration. She also encourages you ready for the work force,” Reyna said. “I have done
organizations to participate by sending them their calendar more hands-on training here then in some of my classes.
of events.
There is not a lot of equipment for the students and when
“There is so much
there
is
equipment
going on and the
sometimes it doesn't work
campus is growing so
correctly or breaks down
fast, there is so much
on you.
for our students to
“Here with the internship
cover,” Benham said.
everything is working and
“Hopefully it will help
waiting for the interns to
build school spirit in
work with. Some of the
the student body.”
things here I never used in
Dean of Students
some of the classes that I
Jerry
Price
was
took.”
involved in approving
Reyna also mentioned
the grant and realizes
she has learned how a
the efforts that need to
production team works
be put into CVS to
together, plus new ways of
make the program
editing. She has also gotten
work.
to meet with important
“Once we find the
people.
right combination of
“When Antwone Fisher
content and delivery it
was here, we were there for
Melissa Martinez/ The Pan American
will be a good way to
the filming of the event,”
WORKING - (from left) Rita Reyna, senior communication broadcommunicate
to
Reyna said. “Then after
cast major, and Griselda Arjas, a junior graphic design major, work
students, one that we
everyone had left, we did a
at the Campus Vision System office as they complete their interncurrently don’t have
one-on-one interview with
ship with the program.
now,” Price said.
him, we even got a few
The internship program is also helping students gain photos with him, autographs and even a little small talk
excellent job experience, according to Price.
about things.”
Although Reyna had four years experience in handling
Yet more students are needed, according to Benham.
cameras and directing some short pieces, she feels working
“We are still interested in people who want to learn video,
as director of photography will help her get a job after the television industry, and even graphic artists are also
graduation.
encouraged to apply,” she said.

Melissa Martinez/ The Pan American

ON HIS WAY OUT - Hugo Gutierrez, graduate student in business administration,
gets information on diploma frames at the UTPA Bookstore Wednesday.
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continued from page 1

n’t appear surprised or angry.
“Oh well,” he said of his first initial thoughts to the latest news.
Gonzalez said that he hopes the next four years, under
the command of Bush, will be a chance for change.
“It’s going to be interesting, hopefully it’ll be a turn for
the better and not the worse,” Gonzalez said. “I hope the
economy doesn’t get any worse and I hope the gas prices go
down.”
The biggest concern on Gonzalez’s mind was the economy, along with 20 percent of Americans, according to
CNN.com.
But even Republican voters in Texas remained weary as
the night went on and the votes were tallied. Wendy Ortiz, a
junior majoring in English, said she kept checking the
Internet polls to see how the election was going after she
voted Tuesday.
“I kept telling myself that I wouldn’t be surprised if
Kerry wins,” Ortiz said. “It was just too close to tell.”
Ortiz said she voted for incumbent Bush not because of
his political stances, but because of his unwavering honor.
The rest of her votes were for Democratic candidates.
“I voted for him because he kept his integrity,” Ortiz
said of Bush. “He stuck to his guns even though people didn’t like him, while Kerry swayed so people would like him.”
UTPA political science professor Samuel Freeman said
that the American public hadn’t heard Kerry’s concede in the
early morning because no one wants to treat the election like
the previous one and jump to conclusions. In 2000 Al Gore
prepared a concession speech only to stop moments later
when he was told he may win.
“Nobody wants to make that mistake again,” Freeman
said.
Freeman said he didn’t watch the election news as the
night went on because he figured that nothing would be
decided. Instead, he waited until around 11 p.m. to check on
the polls.
“I moved around [different television networks] until

about 1:30 [a.m.],” he said.
In 2000, television news networks worked at being
quick with delivering the latest news and poll results. Now
after the uncertainty Florida brought four years ago, networks were more concerned with being the last network with
election results than the first in order to ensure they were correct. But despite all of that, a few networks did have quick
approaches to delivering the election news.
“It seemed to me that NBC was more aggressive,”
Freeman said.
The biggest surprise for Freeman this election year wasn’t Bush conquering, but the lack of interest among young
voters.
According to Freeman, 56 percent of the young voters
supported Kerry and 44 percent supported Bush. These statistics, he said, show that young people have a president in
the White House that they didn’t elect.
“This group has someone as president and they don’t
want him there because he’s creating policies they don’t
want,” Freeman said.
Recent polling statistics released by the Center for
Information and Research on Civic Learning and
Engagement (CIRCLE) stated that 21 million young voters
went to the polls, more than the 18 million in 2000.
Despite those numbers though, the voices of the young
voters were not heard according to Freeman.
“We don’t have democracy, and the presidential election
is a joke. The Electoral College will appoint whoever has
been anointed by the ruling class,” he said.
Steven Maples, a Communication studies graduate student, voted for Bush and said that he doesn’t necessarily
think that young voters will be most affected by the outcome
of Bush’s victory.
“To say that young people are the most affected is a
strong term because all Americans are affected by an election,” Maples said. “To me this election shows how stressed
the need is for everyone to get out and vote.”
Maples said he stayed up watching the latest polls on

various television news shows until nearly 4:30 a.m.
“I expected the unexpected, I did not know which way it
would go,” Maples said.
In Hidalgo County, of 267,529 registered voters,
116,439 ballots were cast. The Hidalgo county election’s
office Web site reported that 44 percent of the votes in
Hidalgo County went to Bush while 54 percent went to
Kerry.
Statistics for Cameron County were not yet released, but
an early assessment from 57 of the 98 precincts reporting had
51, 299 voters (49.89 percent) favoring Bush and 49.59 percent for Kerry.
The national end result showed that Bush ended up with
51 percent of the votes and Kerry had only 48 percent, with
99 percent of precincts reporting.
Freeman estimates that the next four years with Bush in
office will bring the working class, young voter down and
said that America will slowly be losing all the prestige it may
have.
“[We will become] more isolated in the world, we’ll
have less support from other nations, the country will be
more vulnerable and unsafe and people that are hurt are the
people coming into the job market which is the young voters,” Freeman said. “This president will make an assault on
education and higher education because tuitions will go up
and people will be priced out of education which is what
Republicans want.”
But Ortiz remains positive that four more years of Bush
will benefit the country.
“I’m hoping that [with] how close the election was, he’ll
get on the ball,” Ortiz said. “I’m being optimistic.”
With a country divided, Maples said that he hopes
President Bush will take the opportunity to focus on the
needs of all Americans.
“I expect a president and an administration that will
address both Democratic and Republican ideals,” Maples
said. “Everyone’s vote counts, they [as Kerry supporters]
need not feel disenfranchised by the decisions made.”
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Albers writes Texas guide
of me picking them, than them picking me."
The author decided to publish his book through
AuthorHouse, which he chose because it was a wellPeople no longer have to sit down in front of their established company with a good track record.
television sets on Sunday afternoons to watch "Texas
"I chose [AuthorHouse] because they are a pubCountry Reporter." There is a new source available in the lish-on-demand publisher," Albers said. "So, I didn't
form of a book by Tim Albers that highlights interesting have to worry about ending up with a garage full of
facts about the Lone Star State.
books. They print books as they are ordered."
"Texas Towns: Deep in the Heart" is a reference
Albers said that it took about five months to get the
guide to the state of Texas. The book offers the origin of book published from the time he sent his manuscript
town names, stories, anecdotes, information about the until the time he held a copy in his hands. He first asked
different towns in the book, and other facts, such as by his wife to proofread his manuscript. It then went
whom and when a particular town was settled.
through a professional copy editor who fixed some
Each city limit sign proclaims another town; these typos and gave ideas on how to reword some thoughts.
signs, which often stand alone on state highways, are Then the book went through the layout process to fit
symbols that hold a story. The author, Albers, wrote the pictures Albers took of the different towns mentioned in
book to satisfy his curiosity by investigating the history the book.
of certain Texas towns.
"During the whole process
Albers first started
I ended up rereading the book
wondering about Texas
about ten times as each process
towns like Dime Box and
finished or had to be redone,"
Cut And Shoot. What really
Albers said. "I enjoyed rereadpushed him into doing his
ing it the first five times, but I
research was a town in the
was getting a little tired of it at
-Scott Portwood, read number nine!"
state of Arkansas called
Toad Suck.
When the book was finally
Author’s college roommate
"Texas towns like Cut
complete Albers mentioned he
And Shoot and Dime Box
felt pleased, but wasn't compeaked my interest, but Toad Suck, [Ark.] drove me over pletely satisfied.
the edge and started my research into the stories behind
"I've always heard movie stars say that they hate
town names," Albers said.
watching their own movies," Albers said. "I guess I
According to Albers, he saw Toad Suck on a map have a little bit of the same feeling. I think whenever
and had to find out the story behind it. Through his inves- you really look at something you do, you always see
tigation he found out that in Arkansas an area of thick something you could have done better."
mud is called a "suck" because if a person walks through
Scott Portwood, Albers' former college roommate
it the mud can suck his or her shoes off. The area also has at Northwest Missouri State, and friend of nearly 30
many toads, hence the name Toad Suck.
years, said that he is proud of Albers' accomplishment.
The book took approximately three years to write. However, he is not at all surprised that he wrote a book.
Albers said he began writing as a way to kill time during Portwood stated that this is just one of the many accomSunday evenings, and as a way to satisfy his curiosity. plishments his friend has had throughout his life. He
Soon after, he began locking himself in his office on added that he has a signed copy of Albers’ book placed
Sunday evenings and began his Internet research on dif- on his coffee table.
ferent towns. Aside from searching on the Internet he
"I'm not terribly surprised because Tim was always
traveled around Texas taking pictures and getting infor- thinking of ways to broaden his horizons," Portwood
mation on various towns. Originally Albers is from said. "He was a geography major and has always had a
Missouri, but resides in Houston.
fascination with places and names."
However, Albers wrote this book to do more than
Portwood remembers his friend as a fun person
satisfy his own personal curiosity. He chose certain who is also very dedicated to his endeavors, describing
towns based on whether they had a Web site, which him as a person who commits to finishing what he
includes the address for each town’s site.
starts.
"I wanted a method for readers to find all the info
"When he says he will do something he gets it
they wanted about a town," Albers explained.
done; that is probably what happened here," Portwood
In order to get this information out to the public, said. "He decided to write a book and once that decision
Albers began the search for a publishing company.
was made he couldn't be stopped."
"I chose not to go through a traditional publisher
For more information on Albers’ book log onto
because I'm a new author," Albers said. "So, it was more www.authorhouse.com or visit any local bookstore.
By DULCE GONZALEZ
The Pan American

“He decided to write a book
and once that decision was
made he couldn’t be stopped.”

Tim Albers
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Symphony combines music with live art

By AARON LOZANO
The Pan American
The Valley Symphony Orchestra’s upcoming concert will
allow listeners to not only hear one of Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky’s
most powerful romance pieces, but also be able to see it.
This multimedia event is scheduled for tonight at 8 p.m. in
The University of Texas-Pan American Fine Arts Auditorium
will feature Chicago artist Thomas Masters. He will create an
original painting live during the orchestra’s performance of
Tchaikovsky’s “Symphony No. 6 in B minor,” also known as
“Pathetique,” which means pathetic.
The painting will be auctioned at a later date to benefit the
South Texas Symphony Association.
“This is the first time art is being created during the music.
I think it will be a neat way to see how music is able to inspire,”
said Carol Brown, member of the orchestra and public relations
coordinator.
Masters sings, acts, writes paints, and also owns and curates
a gallery in Chicago called The Thomas Masters Gallery. He has
been known to mix media in his past performances. In 1993, he
wrote “American Way,” a play which featured original music
dance, painting, improvisation, scripted acting and film.
“This is very exciting. For me it’s a very important connection to my work because my background is in music and in
painting,” Masters said. “The combination is especially important when it is emerged in this type of collaboration.”
Peter Dabrowski, Conductor of the Valley Symphony
Orchestra, is also an associate conductor for the Chicago
Chamber Orchestra, who met Masters while in Chicago and
invited him to visit Edinburg for a first-time collaboration.

According to Masters, Dabrowski was interested in his
work after noticing the unique album cover artwork for the
music Masters wrote, performed, recorded and produced himself.
“When I spoke to him he said he always wanted to do this.
He has always dreamed about doing this,” Dabrowski said. “He
is a very interesting artist. I think the audience will enjoy this.
I’ve never done this before, but I’m excited and I’m very much
looking forward to it.”
Third-year violin member and music major Fabian Lopez
studied the collaboration between music and art and is honored
to take part in such an event. He reflected on the artist Wassily
Kadinsky, who was inspired to paint by hearing Richard
Wagner’s operas.
“I think that’s cool because there are other painters who
have done this, like Kadinsky who would listen to the covers of
the music,” Lopez said. “I think it's awesome how the two art
forms unite and are inspired by each other.”
Lopez believes that creating new styles of art with traditional music is great.
“Now, in modern days I think it’s better to play older music
with a new fresh style of art,” Lopez explained. “I think it’s a
good thing to keep that kind of comradeship between the two art
forms.”
The second concert of the season by the orchestra will feature romantic works by Johannes Brahms, Franz Liszt and
Tchaikovsky. The program, sponsored by the City of Edinburg,
will also include internationally renowned solo pianist Richard
Urbis from Brownsville.
Tickets for the concert can be purchased at the door or in
advance by calling the box office at (956) 393-2293.

Melissa Martinez/The Pan American

Pageant queens visit RGV
the importance of setting goals. All three will be available afterward for autographs and pictures.
The Miss RGV USA and Miss RGV Teen USA pageant will
Three area beauty queens will invade the campus soon.
be held March 18 and 19 at the Edinburg Auditorium and are
The Lone Star State's “yellow rose,” Tyler Willis, the reign- produced by Debi Chavez of DebiLou Productions, Inc.
ing Miss Texas USA; Magen Ellis, the current Miss Texas Teen
"I can't wait to come back and visit and share my experiUSA; and Vanessa Segovia, Miss Rio Grande Valley USA 2004, ences and faith with as many people as possible!" said Willis, a
will visit the University of Texas Pan-American Student Union former resident of South Padre Island.
on Friday, Nov. 5 from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m.
Current and former students of UTPA that have held the title
They will be recruiting for the 2005 Miss Rio Grande of Miss RGV USA include Melissa Villescas, a senior studying
Valley USA and Miss Rio Grande Valley Teen USA pageant, the public relations, and Karina Riojas, who studied radio/televionly official preliminary to the Miss Texas USA and Miss Texas sion/film here, but now resides in Los Angeles where she is purTeen USA pageants in the area.
suing a career in modeling and acting.
During their visit, Willis will discuss her platform,
"We are all really excited about having [Willis] and [Ellis]
"Developing The Leader Within Us,” while Ellis will speak on
visit the Valley," said Chavez. "I know they will definitely have
a great time and hopefully their presence will encourage young
ladies to compete in the pageant."
Willis and Ellis' first official tour of the Rio Grande Valley
as Miss Texas USA and Miss Texas Teen USA will be filled
with many events, including a visit to McAllen Memorial High
School, a grand opening along with the Hispanic Chambers of
Commerce, photo shoots, dinners and recruiting sessions at La
Plaza Mall.
"I am very excited about the trip, because I was born in the
Valley," said Ellis. "It is neat to go home and see what has
changed."
Females interested in competing for the Miss Texas USA
and Miss Texas Teen USA pageant can access information,
photos and entry forms at www.misstexasusa.com. Information
for the Miss Rio Grande Valley USA and Miss Rio Grande
Courtesy of Ladd Photography
ROYALTY- (from left) Tyler Willis, Miss Texas USA and Magen Valley Teen USA pageant can be found at www.missriograndevalleyusa.com or call (956) 454-0510.
Ellis, Miss Texas Teen USA will recruit for Texas pageants.

By AMANDA GARCIA
The Pan American

Franco Caballero/The Pan American
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VIRTUOSOS - (from top) Community member Geoffrey Wong
and UTPA lecturer Andrea Dawson bow their violins at
Tuesday’s rehearsal while UT Brownsville/Texas Southmost
College faculty member Richard Urbis focuses on playing the
piano melody as they all follow Conductor Peter Dabrowski’s
emphatic baton movements.
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CLOSER:
How clean
is your
food?
Health agencies create strict regulations to ensure
that eating at restaurants is safe, but is it really?
By CHRISTINA HARRIS
The Pan American
Health agencies create strict regulations to
ensure that eating at restaurants is safe, but is
it really?
According to a recent article in The Monitor,
local health inspectors found 12 restaurants in
McAllen alone with health violations. Some of
the restaurants inspected earlier this year
included Country Omelet, Mr. Gatti’s Pizza,
Taqueria La Mexicana, Chile Piquin, Red Snapper
and Black Eyed Pea.
The

inspec-

tions,

which

took

place

between January
and July, uncovered
various violations such
as problems with keep-

ing meats cold, improper sanitizing systems,

food safety rules to be consistent with national

food found on the floor, and the presence of flies

food regulatory policy.

and roaches near food. Other restaurants

The Food Code covers a broad range of top-

received minor citations for not having paper

ics from personal cleanliness and hygienic prac-

towels in the restrooms and expired food-han-

tices, to sanitization of equipment and utensils

dler licenses.

as well as water temperature. For example, the

Employees who work in food service estab-

code said that employees of food establish-

lishment must attend a course to obtain a valid

ments must wash their hands in warm water

license. The course teaches the basics of food

with soap and completely dry them with a paper

preparation and personal hygiene. The license

towel before handling food. Special hand-wash-

expires after two years and is only part of what

ing procedures are created that specify how fin-

employees have to learn when handling and

gernails are to be kept and hand-sanitizing pro-

preparing food.

cedures.

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration

Israel Martinez, a new assistant manager at

(FDA) issues a Food Code every two years,

Mr. Gatti’s Pizza in McAllen, said that he was not

which serves as a reference document for reg-

aware of any past health code violations, and

ulatory agencies that oversee safety in food

stressed that every employee must go to a food-

service establishments, retail food stores and

handlers course in order to work at Mr. Gatti’s.

other establishments. According to the FDA

“The class shows [the employees] how to

Web site, the code is used as a model to update

handle food properly,” Martinez said. “The City of
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McAllen requires it. They are taught about

inspection stemmed from former management.

ward appearance. As a regular customer visible

touching food, and not picking food up if it falls

“We have recently gone through a change in

warning signs that a facility may not be up to

management and a change in ownership as

par are dishes lying on the table, crumbs on the

well,” O’Bleness said. “Since the March inspec-

chairs and tables, cold food at buffet lines, and

tion, we have improved on our health score.”

cooks without hairnets.

to the ground.”
Martinez said that he has never been witness to any food tampering.
However, that is not the case for everyone.

Black Eyed Pea is in the process of re-doing

Unfortunately, incidents still happen regard-

Vivian Dominguez, a former employee of the

the restaurant. The outside building was

ing food tampering and unsanitary facilities.

Johnny Carinos restaurant in McAllen and

repainted and over the next six months the inte-

Eating anywhere is a risk, but it is one many

Austin, was witness to food tampering when

rior will be redone.

people are willing to take to grab a bite at their

she was a waitress at the restaurant in
McAllen.
“There was once a time I saw an employee
drop a pizza that he was about to put in a ‘To Go’

Aside from hiring new management or reprimanding an employee for tampering with food,
restaurants can avoid health inspection violations if they prepare in advance.

box,” Dominguez said. “Instead of getting a new

According to the National Restaurant

one for the customer, he just picked it up off the

Association, which represents, educates and

floor and placed it in the box.”

promotes the restaurant industry, there are

Dominguez said that the managers were not
aware of the incident and that the employee
was eventually fired for other reasons.

favorite restaurants.

several steps that can be taken to ensure that
a restaurant passes health inspection.
The organization suggested that managers

One of the restaurants that had a health

become inspectors and conduct weekly in-house

code violation in March of this year, according

examinations. The self-inspection priorities

to The Monitor, was Black Eyed Pea in south

include: food temperature, awareness of food

McAllen. In late March, the restaurant received

types, and hand washing.

27 demerits for leaving bulk food bags open, not

As regular customers, people should also be

sweeping dry storage area, and problems with

aware of any health citations that their favorite

sanitizing and cleaning utensils that come in

restaurants have received. An overall assess-

contact with food. Patrick O’Bleness, the restau-

ment of the facility regarding cleanliness and

rant manager, said that the problems from that

food quality can be evaluated just by the out-

Franco Caballero/The Pan American

